ORANGE COLORED SKY

Intro: 2nd line

I was walkin' a-long, mindin' my business, when, out of an orange colored sky,

Flash, bam, alaca-zam, wonderful you came by.

I was hummin' a tune, drinkin' in sunshine, when, out of that orange colored view,

Wham, bam, alaca-zam, I got a look at you.

One look and I yelled "timber, watch out for flyin' glass"

Cause the ceiling fell in and the bottom fell out

I went into a spin and I started to shout, "I've been hit, this is it, this is it!"

I was walkin' a-long, mindin' my business, when love came and hit me in the eye

Flash, bam, alaca-zam, out of an orange colored sky.

1. Repeat

Flash, bam, alaca-zam, out of an orange colored, purple striped,

Pretty, green polka dot sky………..

Flash, bam, alacazam……..and…..good-bye!
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Intro: 2nd line

    F     F#dim  Gm7      Abdim  F                  D7
I was walkin' a-long, mindin' my business,    when, out of an orange colored sky,

Bb   Bdim  F    D7    Gm7              C7b5
Flash,  bam,  alaca-zam,  wonderful you came by.

    F     F#dim  Gm7      Abdim  F                  D7
I was hummin' a tune, drinkin' in sunshine,    when, out of that orange colored view,

Bb   Bdim  F    D7    Gm7    C7    F    Cm7    F7
Wham, bam, alaca-zam,  I got a look at you.

Bb    E7    A7    Dm
One look and I yelled "timber, watch out for flyin' glass"

Dm                  DmM7
Cause the ceiling fell in and the bottom fell out

Dm7                 Dm6               C    C7sus    C
I went into a spin and I started to shout, "I've been hit, this is it, this is it!"

C7+     F     F#dim  Gm7      Abdim  F                  D7
I was walkin' a-long, mindin' my business,    when love came and hit me in the eye

1.  Bb   Bdim  F    D7    Gm7    C7    F    Db9    C9
Flash,  bam,  alaca-zam,  out of an orange colored sky.

2.  Bb   Bdim  F    D7    Gm7    Bm6
Flash,  bam,  alaca-zam,  out of an orange colored,  purple striped,

Am7              D7
Pretty, green polka dot sky..........  

Gm7                   C7    F6    Eb6    F6    Bb9    F6    Eb6    E6    F6
Flash,  bam,  alaca-zam.......and.....good-bye!